Un-homely times: on dwelling, fear, and philosophy in the modern life

Course Teaser:

Whenever we are haunted by a frightful silence, we search for a place wherein we can dwell. Alas, in our modern world “dwelling” has become an empty word, for we are always on the run, and we catch ourselves thinking that questioning these silent moments, i.e. philosophy, is either in vain or a luxury! This course invites you to “dwell” on these thoughts through a conversation with each other, and with some insightful thinkers, such as Bauman and Byung-Chul Han - among others.

Course invitation (description)

Whenever we are confronted with an event that can change the flow of our lives, fear and trembling fall upon us. Here, usually there are two paths: either to run away from the event, or to address it. Philosophy is the latter – it is addressing those events with questions that, if answered, would make us lead a good life. Today, however, we tend to run away, and consequently we tend often to put philosophy aside. This course asks why do we tend to run away from these events, and why would anyone need to address them? The main argument of this course is that we, as moderns, tend to run away because we do not have “home”, a reference point, to which we would come back to take a breath, and to then regroup ourselves in order to be able to stare back at these events.

As participants in this course we will need to read a bit, and to express ourselves in any way we find comfortable. It is a journey that could lead us to “dwell” on our feelings, thoughts, and experience with our contemporary world, so let’s make it worth it!

Course Breakdown
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Reading(s)</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2    | What is dwelling, and why is it important for us? | 1. Zaborowski, pp: 4-13  
| 3    | A reflection on dwelling | Bollnow, *Human Space*. PP: 147-179 | This is a reflective session. Each one will need to express an experience that they had/have with a dwelling as place/person/idea. We all have to share this together. | It is utterly important to reflect here, even if anyone does not have such an idea, it is important to express you do you think this is the case. |


Extra reading: Han. The Burnout society, in The Burnout Society. PP: 35-51

Revisiting the question(s): Can we have a home? From what are we running, philosophy or modernity?

12 A recap to answer what could be answered  Zaborowski, PP: 13-25

An open discussion in which we can have a meal, share stories, reflect deeply, or just shout at each other – If necessary.
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